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Description of the Celestial Globe belonging to Mqjor-General Sir John
Malcolm, G.C.B.t K.L.S., # c <$c, deposited in the Museum of the Royal
Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. By DR. BERNHARIX DORN,

For. M.R.A.S.

Read February 21, 1829.

AMONGST those sciences which, after a long interval of ignorance and
barbarity, were revived by the Mahomedan Arabs, astronomy ranks very
high ; and it cannot be denied, that had not the Arabs applied themselves to
it with great assiduity and zeal, and encouraged all that served to promote its
dissemination and advancement, after it had remained almost totally forgot-
ten from the time of Ptolemy, the application to its study would, perhaps,
never have extended over so large a portion of the globe as it has done.
Although the pagan inhabitants of Arabia, before the time of Islamism, were
in the habit of observing the stars, many of which they knew, and denomi-
nated by names taken from pastoral life, and several of which they even
worshipped as visible gods, yet of a scientific knowledge of astronomy
among them no traces can be discovered. The revival, therefore,'of this
celestial science, was principally attributable to their Mahomedan successors,
who introduced its study into Arabia, at a time when the countries around
them were immersed in the most deplorable state of mental darkness, which
could only be dissipated by slow degrees.

We know that, in the middle of the thirteenth century, astronomy was so
little attended to in the Greek empire, that Chionides of Constantinople,
being desirious of becoming acquainted with the celestial sphere, was com-
pelled to travel into Persia to gratify his desire. The Persians, according to
his statement, were at that time so jealous of their acquirements in astro-
nomy, (in consequence of a prophecy current amongst them, that the Chris-
tians would overthrow their empire by means derived from a knowledge of
it), that it was strictly forbidden to initiate any stranger into its mysteries;
and the Greek sage, notwithstanding the strong recommendations he had
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brought with him from the Greek emperor himself, experienced much diffi-
culty in attaining the object of his journey. Georgius Chrysococces, a Greek
physician of the middle of the fourteenth century, who was greatly attached
to astronomy, and to whom we shall frequently have occasion to refer in the
course of this essay, had derived his knowledge of this science from the works
of Chionides, of whose travels into Persia he gives the following account:
E'heye rolvouv sxetvof (Movsifr) on Xiov/aSVif rig CV K.ov<rravrrtxw6tet rgaipeig xa) wavr&v h xarahtyti

rav //.aSv/Aarav yevo//.cvog EIJ egara wecrav not iregag paStorta; SiaAsWou 3"/ rig aoipiav wogltrairo xai

iargixrw axgt^ag i^atrxweuv, twelfth waga rivav rixnaev ag EI IM elg Uegrida aputotro TS wom//.ev8

iZ wavrav xaraQgovnvag « rdx,ug ^X£ T^5 *^S II^ETO ' «s T gaweQvra 3e a{ h Ttaffico

aha K-O/nvnvu Q/JuTwvct; x^otov woMov (cry^rov), lira KOU ia TH TT^ay/Jiaro! KOivcoffa/itvo;

nJe^ovi'af , vroXha yaq vraf ext'lvx Aa/3a>v ava^a/xara EI; ITEfcr/Sas a^iVsro iv 6>.lya 3E TO;

ruv TratdiuSeir KOU rS rirav (Satrttel o^i^iitra; , w^o/xn^ela; re wag' exelva TETI/%WW; , ETTiidri ra

rriq A'trrfovofMas ^avSavEiv EJSSXETO /*EV , HX lixa ^£ TOV JiJafovTa . No'/*(35 yap h Tleg&tti'i wavra ph

ra //.atMi/MiTa TO?; ^BXO/HEVOI; Hztlvca //.avSavttv , a<7Tfovo//,iar JE /»o'i/oif rolq TIsgcaTs . O' 5E TW airlav

eZtrdaas xai //.aSim So|av elval nva nahamv liuxqarwaaaM wag' avrot; aij <p^agyi<re<rSai rw ixel-

vtav ^aicriAEiav UTCO Vm/Jkaiav ry rexyri r i j ; 'Aargoyoiila; Xpapevuv, wag' exslvuv TTgoregov ravrfis

Xaj3o'vT£5 rag atyog/Ma?, timwoge'iTO wag av rS TOIS'TS perax01 K<**2 " O'/xoj TroT&a poxQwag Kai WO>.>M

ra fiactte'i ruv Tlepauv poMs rS wo^x/x,cvn reroxwe " Tlgoaraypiart yag @a<n>\M*> roig

cruvayayuv h dydya fieyag cv Tlegalh Xiov/aSiif spalvero , xai rijwg htZium !3acri>.ixiig ,

3s woTSKa <rv*.te!;afXEVog xai woXKovg vwnxoag xrn<ra/A,evog tig TW TfaTrsfsvTa sraXiv d^iuero .

j2t@}Ja rS TW; A'argow/jilag /jut6n/J.aTog exav A"*^ ' iavru . O'lxeia 3E yvis/xri raura E I E ^ W V O J

Egyov IWO/JICTEV . E'IITI /xtv xa) srega (3i@*la T«f <rtrna£eag rav Yiegcruv a.weg dvrhi

" He (Manuel) told me that a certain Chionides, brought up in Constan-
tinople, and deeply versed in all the sciences, felt desirous to learn another
language, by which he might acquire wisdom, and improve himself in the prac-
tice of medicine; and having understood from several Persians, that unless
he went to Persia he could never obtain his wishes, he laid aside all other
pursuits, and commenced the journey with all possible haste. On his way
he stopped at Trebizond, where he met the illustrious Commenus, with whom
he remained a considerable time; and upon communicating to him his inten-
tion, was treated with the greatest kindness, and received from him ample
means for prosecuting his journey in safety to Persia. In a short period he
had made himself acquainted with all the sciences of the Persians, and had
frequent intercourse with their king, from whom he received much attention.
But when he sought to be instructed in astronomy he was not able to find a
teacher for that purpose ; a law existing in Persia which permitted every
one to study any science he might choose, but confined astronomy to the
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Persians. On his inquiring the reason of this regulation, and being told
that there was an ancient belief prevailing amongst them, that their empire
would be overthrown by the Greeks by the means of astronomy, he was more
anxious to make himself master of this noble science; but it was only by
continued exertions, and aftermany services rendered totheking, that he could
obtain his wishes. He then, by the royal command, assembled teachers about
him, and became in a short time so much respected throughout Persia for his
knowledge of astronomy, that he was even honoured with the royal favour;
and having amassed great wealth and purchased many slaves, he returned to
Trebizond, carrying with him many books on astronomy, which he translated
into Greek; and thus performed his praiseworthy task. Besides the books
alluded to, he rendered into Greek the astronomical tables of the Persians."

Theodorus Meliteniota, who flourished about A.D. 1300, and was the com-
piler of a treatise on astronomy entitled 'Atpm/tutti vptpipxos % expressly declares
in his preface that he had incorporated into his work astronomical tables
compiled in Persia.* For the Arabs, who soon after the time of Mahommed
had founded an extensive and firmly established empire in Arabia, were not
contented to confine themselves and their new creed within its limits, but
carried their victorious arms into Persia, which they conquered, and ruled
over with as absolute a sway as their other dependencies; and notwith-
standing the heavy losses which this unfortunate country sustained, and the
destruction of its literary treasures, the sciences, under the patronage of mild
and enlightened governors and princes, soon raised their heads again ; and
Persia and the adjoining countries became famous for the flourishing state
of their literature, which did not yield to that of any other nation of that
age. The consequence was, that several learned men appeared whose
proficiency in astronomy procured them an honourable place among the
astronomers of that period. The learned Alcazvini (who died in 1283),
to whom we are indebted for an accurate account of the constellations
known to the Arabs, and the names of the stars of which they consist, was
a native of Persia.

We find ample information on this subject in his work entitled Ajaib
Almakhlukat (cylijU.^' L-^Uf) of which the chapter descriptive of the con-
stellations has been published by that accomplished astronomer, Professor

* E m s KX'I iw Tg/mv (/3//3A«») ru% ra» Ilego-av argo^s/gaiy xcairvt Yn<p«f»{<«< 5reg<S£i«r<* <rvft7rt(>uyttt Tits

VOL. II. 3 G
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Ideler of Berlin j * whose instructive annotations greatly enhance the value of
his translation, and have afforded me considerable assistance in describing the
constellations of the globe preserved in the museum of the Royal Asiatic
Society.

Alcazvini, however, was not the only astronomer who did honour to his
native country: many others might be enumerated if the limits of this essay
permitted me to expatiate upon the subject: but as brevity is necessary, the
onJy remark I presume to add is, that the author of the treatise on the con-
struction of the astrolabe, from which I have inserted extracts in this me-
moir,, as explanatory and confirmatory of what Alcazvini asserts, appears to
have been a Persian, although of a later period ; his name is Abd ul Rah-
man Sherif, and his work was compiled in 1748, under the title of Jwaiu
i_Jlk*J! Maksed Ulmutalib.

It was especially under the patronage of the Khalifs of the Abbasside
race, who began to reign A. D. 749, that the flourishing state of the science
of astronomy commenced: for these Khalifs, contrary to the usual bigotry
of Mohammedan princes, delighted to sacrifice ancient prejudices to the
welfare of literature, and assembled around them the learned of all de-
nominations. The first of them who introduced a decided taste for the
sciences into his kingdom, and who may be designated as the founder of
the successful cultivation of astronomy, was Almansur, who ascended
the throne in the year 754 ; and the astronomer who may claim the merit
of having seconded and carried into effect Almansur's noble designs,
and thus left a precedent to others, was Mohammed ben Ibrahim Al-
fazari.>

The Khalif Mahdi succeeded his father Almansur, and inherited his
taste for literature: he was succeeded by Harun Alrashid, who was not
less distinguished for the zeal with which he promoted all literary pur-
suits. It is a fact well known, that he presented to the emperor Charle-
magne (amongst other valuable presents) an astronomical watch: which
proves the great progress the Arabs had made in the arts and sciences
during his reign. Under his auspices many Greek authors were translated
into Arabic. The works of Ptolemy chiefly attracted the attention of the
mathematicians and astronomers ; and the Almagest (the title given by the

* Untersuchungen iiber den Ursprung und die Bedeutungen der Sternnamen, von L. Ideler.
Berlin, 1809, 8vo.
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Arabs to Ptolemy's o-foraSis peyfo**) w a s several times rendered into their lan-
guage, and commentaries written upon it descriptive of the names and figures
of the constellations. The only alteration the Arabs allowed themselves to
make in the names, was to translate them into their own language, or to
substitute for such as they could not understand, other denominations, that
conveyed an idea to their minds applicable to the constellations before their
eyes ; thus they called Andromeda, " the chained lady j " Cassiopea, " the
lady in her chair ;" Orion, " the giant," &c. In some cases, however, they
retained the names which had been handed down to them from their
ancestors.

These names alone afford sufficient proof, that Christian Europe derived
its knowledge of astronomy from the Mohammedans ; and a glance at a list
of the stars will incontrovertibly shew, that many of their names are de-
rived from the Arabic language, although they are often so much mangled
and disfigured as to render it a matter of difficulty to trace them to their
origin.

But the monarch who most distinguished himself in the promotion of lite-
rature and science, was the Khalif Almamun, who reigned from 812 to 833.
An ardent encourager of letters, and particularly of astronomy, with
which he was so conversant, that he made astronomical observations him-
self, and determined the obliquity of the ecliptic to Jbe 23° 35', he evinced
his zeal by inviting a great number of distinguished men to Bagdad, for
the purpose of improving astronomical instruments, and thus enabling
observers to acquire an accurate knowledge of the motions of the heavenly
bodies. Such works of Greek literature, also, as had not been at all trans-
lated, or at least not satisfactorily, but appeared to be worth rendering into
Arabic, were confided by him to the most able scholars for translation.

Many princes imitated Almamun's illustrious example, and we read of
several who made astronomical observations themselves. Naser ben Mo-
hamed Abul Gioush, king of Castile, was much devoted to astronomy;
in which he acquired such proficiency as enabled him to construct some use-
ful astronomical instruments. The Mongol, Hulagu Khan, about A. D.
1264, erected an observatory in his capital, Maragha, near Tabriz, under
the superintendance of Nasir ud Din Tusi, and was so" strongly attached to
the astronomers whom he had brought to Maragha, that he even expressed
a wish to die amongst them. With equal, or perhaps greater ardour, was
astronomy encouraged by Ulugh Beg, grandson of the conqueror Timour,

3 C 2
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who was born in 1393, at Sultania, near Kazvin, and died in 1444. He
was thoroughly acquainted with the mathematical sciences, and caused
a magnificent academy to be erected at Samarkand, whither the most
learned men of the time flocked to partake of his patronage. Ulugh Beg's
name has acquired perpetual lustre by the compilation of astronomical
tables, which, to this day, are held in high esteem.

That such application to astronomy did not fail to produce many learned
works upon that science, as well as various instruments connected with,
its study, may be inferred from what has been already said; and it has
been clearly ascertained that the construction of astronomical instru-
ments at that period was brought to a high degree of perfection. Not only
astrolabes, but also celestial globes were made ; and many astronomers are
expressly recorded as having been particularly expert in the construction of
them.* Ebn Alnabdi, who was himself an extremely clever mechanic,
mentions two globes which he had examined, and admired for the excellence
of their execution, in the public library at Kahira in 1043. One of them
he describes to have been made of brass by Ptolemy himself, which, of
course, cannot be adduced as a proof of Mohammedan skill; but the second,
made of silver, was constructed by Abul Hassan Alsufi, for the immediate

* Of the many individuals" recorded as having added to a knowledge of astronomy that of
constructing instruments, I think it not improper to give here a short list; such a one, to my
knowledge, having never yet been published. Amongst those whom Almamun invited to Bag-
dad for the cultivation of this science we may name the following, viz. Abbas ben Said Algiou-
hari; Send ben Ali; Yahya ben Abi, Monsur Almamuni (or astronomer to Almamun), &c.
Besides whom may be mentioned, Abu Jafar ben Ahmed Habush; Ali Abul Hassan ben
Ismael Giouhari, at Bagdad; Alhassan ben Alhassan ben Alhaitham Abul Ali Albasri, who
wrote on almost every branch of mathematics and astronomy; Fath ben Nagiaba, surnamed
Al-Astralabi (died A.H. 1058) ; Mohammed ben Isa ben Ali; Harun ben Ali ben Yahya ben
Mansur, who flourished at Bagdad, under the government of the Dilemides; and Habbat Allah
ben Alhossain Abul Kasem, who also flourished at Bagdad, in the time of the khalif Mostarshed.
The most skilful mechanic, however, according to the testimony of the Mohammedan authors,
was Ahmed ben Mohammed, a Persian, who not only made the finest instruments, but invented
several new ones, to the great advantage of the science.

Amongst those above mentioned, are some who wrote also on the construction and use of in-
struments : fof instance, Jafar ben Ahmed ben Habush; Mohammed ben Isa ben Ali, and others.
The following Mohammedans published treatises on the astrolabe, viz. Thabet ben Korra, about
840; Abu Ali Hussain ben Ahmed ben Maz Alaslemi, about 1274; Ahmed ben Alsophar, cf
Cordova; Mohammed Sebth, of Maredin ; Moslama ben Ahmed Almagrebi, of Spain ; AH ben
Isa Alashbili, of Seville ; Mohammed ben Omar ben Alfarkan ; Abu Bir Fadhl Mashalla, &c.
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use of the king Adad Eddoula (of the race of the Buides), who had declared
himself independent, and had even established himself in Bagdad, where
nothing was left to the Khalif but the Imamut, or supreme ecclesiastical
dignity.

We should, however, form but an imperfect judgment of the mechanical
skill of these learned men, if no instruments executed by them had reached
our time. This, fortunately, is not the case ; and the few that have been pre-
served must be looked upon as highly valuable monuments, illustrative not
only of the astronomical works written by Mohammedans, but also as fur-
nishing the means to enable us to judge accurately of their proficiency in the
science itself. Only three, or at the most four, of these globes are known to
have escaped the injuries of time ; and as the object of this essay is to give
an account of one of them, I have thought it proper to prefix a brief de-
scription of the others.

The first and oldest of these globes, of which a description has been given
to the public, belonged to the extensive and celebrated collection of antiqui-
ties and curiosities of the late Cardinal Borgia, at Velletri, in Italy. It was
made of brass in A.H. 622 (A.D. 1225) in Egypt, in the reign of king Al-
hamet, by Kaissar ben Abul Kasem ebn Musafer Elabiaki Alhanefi, as the
Cufic inscription intimates, and has been described by Simon Assemani, in
a work entitled " Globus coelestis Cufico-Arabicus Veliterni Musei Bor-
giani, a Simone Assemano (LL.Or. Prof.) illustratus. Patav. 1790, 4to." But
although Assemani, being a native of the East, was thoroughly conversant
with the Arabic language, he could not avoid being sometimes greatly mis-
taken in the names of the stars, which he had to make out from a very bad
and inaccurate copy of the globe transmitted to him ; and his publication
must therefore be perused with some caution.

The second globe, also of brass, is deposited in the Astronomical Mu-
seum at Dresden, in Saxony, and was very accurately and skilfully illustrated
by Counsellor Beigel, in Bode's Astronomischem Jahrbuch for 1808. It was
constructed in the year 1289, by Mohammed ben Movajed Alardhi, an as-
tronomer at Hulagu Khan's court, at Maragha; and the characters engraven
on it appear, from a specimen given by Professor Ideler, to bear a strong
resemblance to those on the globe deposited in the museum of the Royal
Asiatic Society.

The third globe, of rather a smaller size, and which I had an opportunity
of seeing and examining myself, was brought to England from India, and
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belongs to the Astronomical Society of London. The names of the stars on
it are engraven in Arabic ; without, however, the figures of the constellations
being added. Neither the year of its construction, nor the name of the
maker, appear on i t ; but it is evidently of so very recent a date, that it has
been even supposed to have been made in England. We know, at least, that
it was once the custom in Holland, to construct celestial globes with the
names of the stars in Latin and Arabic.

The fourth globe is preserved in the museum of the Royal Asiatic Society,
in which it was deposited by Sir John Malcolm, and is undoubtedly one of
its most valuable curiosities. It is made of brass, and apparently of Persian
workmanship; which not only the manner in which the animal figures
are represented, but also the mode of denoting the year of its' construction,
seem to indicate. The inscription, which is engraven in Cufic characters,
in the vicinity of the South Pole, runs thus:

«« Made by the most humble in the supreme God, Mohammed ben Helal,
the astronomer of Mousul, in the year of the Hejra 674."

This year answers to the year 1275 of the Christian era, and proves the
globe to have been made in the same century in which both the Borgian
globe and that at Dresden were constructed.

This globe has, besides the constellations then known, amounting to
forty-seven, including the signs of the Zodiac, the other requisites
of a celestial globe; the Zodiac, with the degrees marked on i t ; the
ecliptic, &c.; and we find in their respective places on the circumfe-
rence of the horizon, the words jj£> east, <_^i west, JU£ north, i-Jys>r
south. But as the globe is accessible to every member of the Society, I
think it unnecessary to dwell longer on its mere form, and shall therefore
proceed to the constellations and their stars, which are to be found upon its
surface.*

The Northern Constellations,

1. jJI\ OJJI The Lesser, or Little Bear.
A*f«To? jtoxfa Arctos, Ursa Minor .

This constellation, according to Kazvini, consists of twelve stars; seven
of which lie within, and five without the figure; and which together are

* The constellations of the northern hemisphere, as represented on this globe, are given in the
accompanying plate A.; those of the southern hemisphere, in plate B.
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Called U-jJ! (jM, the pivot of the mill; on this globe, however, there appear
only eight. The seven stars lying within are called ^JJUAS.^LXJ CJUJ , the
lesser Benat-nash, or Daughters of the Bier; which name they bear on
account of their being compared by the Arabs to mourning daughters, of
females preceding a bier: the bier being formed by the four stars in the
belly, and the daughters by the three in the tail of the animal. The star
at the extremity of the tail, which is supposed to point out the direction of
the Kebla, is called LS&JJ\, the Kitten; in the vicinity of which there is a
hole made in the globe, representing the north pole, which is denoted by
the words adjoining, ^JUiJ! I_JB*S1 the north pole. Ebn Mahommed Sherif

says, ^JlcJW i_̂ L*M j£> LJ±?\ «-r^ r̂* W> J ^ ^ W u^jW 4 s ^ UJ>J».!

" One of the two stars which lies at the side of the Benat-nash, near
the Kitten, is the north pole." The two bright stars in the bier j3, y , are
called ^.JJ /31 the two Calves, from d3j&\ the calf. Hariri compares bright

eyes to these two stars, see Makama 7 : Vlr' ^ *~^& \)\a *~*?.J *** &>

^jjjil! Uf l̂  W!JJU <̂ =rj " He then opened his two noble (eyes) and looked
about with his two twins, so that the two lights of his face sparkled, as
though they were the two Calves."

2. jSl\ OJJ I The Greater Bear.
A*fXTOS psyaM Arctos, Ursa Major.

The constellation of the Greater Bear was known in the remotest ages
of antiquity, and is mentioned in the book of Job by the name of ttty, the
Bear ; the three stars in the tail being denominated n^2, its sons: seechap.
ix. 9 ; and xxxviii. 82. This explanation of the word ttfy is also con-
firmed by the learned Rabbin Aben Esra, who was deeply versed in astro-
nomy, and interprets ttty by the more common noun yi > the bear. The
following stars are pointed out by name on the globe : UaJ!, the Ghazels,
comprising those on the eyes, eyebrows, ears, and mouth ; their young
ones Ual! Sij\ (which, on the Borgian globe, is written laolij UaM, the
ghazels and their young) lying between the fore and hind feet, and
amounting, according to Kazvini, to the number of six. Three other
names of stars referring to ghazels, are Ĵ̂ !! x)kj&\, the first leap, on the
right hind-foot; <Lili!\ sj'x&\, the second leap, on the right fore-foot; and
kM\ 'ijii^\, the third leap, on the left fore-foot. The four bright stars in
the belly, making a square, are termed ^xi, a bier. Tizini gives four
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particular names for them, in conformity with their respective positions,
n a m e l y : ^ , the back, «; J\J*, the loins, £; o ^ , the thigh, y; andjjOc,
the rump, J. In the shoulder we find the star called ^ e ^ l , the Pond.
At the commencement of the tail is the first bright star, denominated
^yJ] Al-djoun, whence originated the word Alcor, in common use with our
astronomers. The large star in the middle of the tail, is jU*!!, the Goat; and
the little darker one close to it, \$J\ Al-soha, the Forgotten, or Concealed.

Hariri says: Lj*£ ^J^. ^ / ^ 'Ua- l^Jl iJJis>- c^KiU Jj " How often diffi-
cult things resemble the Soha in abstruseness, but become suns by my
interpretation." Makama, 32. The last star at the extremity of the tail
is JLASM Alcaid, the Governor," or Leader ; which has passed into the Spanish
language as Alcaide. These three stars are together called ut>u t i ta
Benat-nash, the daughters of the Bier. Under the tail of the Bear, we
may observe two stars, and with them their denomination a-» M u_-̂ <i , the
tail of the Lion.

S. ^ j | (Hebr. V*n) The Dragon.
Draco.

This constellation consists of thirty-one stars, but the globe furnishes only
five names. The star in the tongue (/* ) has been represented by the Arabs

as resembling a person dancing, and is consequently called \j*>\}\ the dancer;

which corresponds with the four stars in the head called, <yj\yA\ the players on
lutes; for thus we read it, with Ulugh Beg and Sherif, in preference to ^ y t
which Ideler and Beigel believe to be more correct. In about the middle
of the body we behold two stars ({, „) situated close to each other, and each

of them marked with the name t-^JJI the wolf; another, at some distance

from the last, towards the tail, is termed *c<iJ1 the hyena.

4. t̂ .jU-5 Cepheus.
Cepheus.

The name of this asterism is written distinctly enough not to read t/->t5-S

Cekeus, as we sometimes find it spelt. The star in the breast ( | ) is called

L>yj\ the Fissure; that on the right foot ^\)\ the Shepherd ; and that on the

left ^A£=, the Dog; making together ^-\)\ L-JLSS the Shepherd's Dog.
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5. yii The Crief.

A'f*ropi/?K*!, Bootes.

The Arabic denomination of this constellation, which comprises twenty-
two stars within, and one without the figure, is evidently a mistranslation of
the Greek word @OUT*;, which the Arabs seem to have mistaken for go&TtK the
crier. The globe gives only two names; first, the name of the star in the

left shin bone (») f*°J\ the Spear; and secondly, that between the thighs,
^>\)\ tl/UJI Essimak erramih, the Ear with a spear (Arcturus), which has
passed over into the Alphonsine tables in the words Ascimech aremeah.
Chrysococces, in conformity with the Arabic denomination, calls the star

(, from XWTO; a javelin.

6. &s!l The Northern Crown.

Pers. wl~»jjk> <utf 2Tsp«ro« Pfyuos, Corona Borealis.

This asterism, which consists of seven stars within the figure, has the

name of one only marked on the globe; namely, &A\ JS>*1\ the bright

star of the Crown. Alcazvini calls it a&l!

7. J\A\ The kneeling (Hercules).
E'v yoWiv, Geniculatus, Engonasin, &c.

The denomination ^J^ has been applied to this asterism, on account of

its representing a man kneeling : on the globe we find the star in the cheek

called ^\J\ t-J^ the Shepherd's Dog ; and near the left arm, extended across

the breast, the words ^ W ! j - J l the Syrian string.

8. jLUI The Lyre.

XEM>{, Ly ra .

Of ten stars, of which, according to Kazvini, this constellation consists,
I can only discover eight on the globe; of which the brightest bears the
name £j!j!!y«J! the falling Vulture; in Chrysococces, yfy teaMpevos. I may ob-
serve that the word wega in the Alphonsine tables, which is often used by
astronomers, is merely a corruption of the word ^J\J\ El waki, the falling.
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9. ^-V^1 The Hen (Swan).
O'Pvif, KVKvoi, Ales, Volucris, Olor, Cygnus.

In this constellation we may number eighteen stars,; although Kazvini says
it comprises only seventeen perfect and two imperfect ones. The four stars
in a straight line that cross the milky way (31, 7) E, | ,) are denominated ^ lyJ l
the Horsemen; the word on the globe being engraven across the breast.
The bright one in the tail which is next to the four Horsemen («) is called
t_i<̂ n the Backrider, but it is more commonly designated ^P-U-JJI wwj the
Tail of the Swan. This name, however, does not appear on the globe.

10. u ~ ^ ca\S The Lady in her chair.
Kawewtia, Cassiopeia.

The brightest star (o) of the thirteen that appear on the globe in this
constellation, is denominated L_^«is)l <-i£)l the Dyed Hand; in Chrysococces,
Xsif gE0awm; the stars between the right leg and the kft arm of Perseus are
called l̂ sJ! *-3*̂o the arm of the Pleiades.

11. J_jil! fj^j J.«U- The Bearer of Medusa's Head.
TJci<rcus, P e r s e u s .

The figure of this constellation represents a man standing upon the left
foot, lifting up the right, stretching the right hand over his head, and hold-
ing in the left a monstrous head, called Ĵ iH <J~\J the head of the monster, or
Medusa. To the star on the right side the name ^ t ^ s - ^ - the side of
Perseus, (in Chrysococces, Ilxeu^a Ilsf^asj,) has been assigned; and it appears
thus on the globe.

12. iisX] c U l The Charioteer.

"Hwoxos, Auriga.
This constellation is situated between the Pleiades and the Great Bear,

and comprises fourteen stars, of which the globe only specifies four by

name; viz. the bright star on the left shoulder, jjlxH the Kitten, in Chry*

sococces A'i»V, Capella: that in the right shoulder, ji*JI the Goat; and that on

the right knee, ^ j ^ l I^w, haedi, the two .He-goats,
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IS. \jA\ The Charmer of Serpents.

'OQ&xot, Angoifer, serpentarius;

with LA\ the serpent; "O<pt(, Anguis, Serpens.

The name of the star on the head of the human figure is ^\)\ the Shep-
herd ; that of the star in the part of the serpent crossing the body of the
man, ^U-M j j j l the Yemen or southern string. ^Gj l j j j l the northern
string, which, according to Kazvini, is contained in the same asterism, we
find placed on the globe in the constellation of the kneeling Hercules; as it
is also on the globe at Dresden.

14. *$J! The Arrow.
'OiWoj, TO'IOV, Sagitta.

Turkish: J J j~jj\ (a bare, unfeathered arrow).
This constellation comprises five stars ; but the globe is destitute of the

Arabic denominations of the stars in this asterism.

15. jMj-d\ The flying Eagle.
'AETOJ, Aquila.

This constellation contains, according to Kazvini, nine perfect stars and six
imperfect ones, and is properly called C-JIWS! the Eagle. Three of its stars are

termed jjUaMj-iM, which appellation is marked on the globe, without that men-
tioned by the Persian astronomer.

16 ^d\ The Dolphin.
Asxplv, Delphinus.

It contains, according to Sherff, ten stars ; four of which, in the middle
of the constellation (fl, p, 7, £,) are denominated cywJI; which word, however,
I conceive to be mistaken by the engraver for JjiUl! the Knots ; which both
Alcazvini and Sherff give as the name of these stars.

17. (jy&\ **y Part of the Horse (the Horse's head).
rTfOTo/wi, Sectio equi.

The Arabic name of this asterism is a literal translation of the Greek word
rifOTOjUM, which denotes that part of the body in animals, for which, in men,
the word Ilfoowov, the face, is used. No names of the stars that compose
this constellation appear on the globe.
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18. jac^l t ^ l The greater Horse.

"IJT-JTOJ, Ttiyatros, Equus, Pegasus.
This constellation, according to Sherff, comprises twenty stars, of which

six are pointed out by name on the globe. The pair in the neck are called
*U$H Jk*-> the beneficent star of the Hero : the two in the heart (*, p,) ^Ul J*-»
the beneficent star of the brave Man ; and those in the right knee («> »>)

J&« i*~i the beneficent star of Rain. Further on, in the body, we meet with
the word <-̂ *!i the Rope of a Bucket, applied to the two stars in the body
(T, V); the pair («, #,) that lies over them, is called *sL^\ %Jk\ the first aper-
ture of the Bucket, in opposition toj>-yA\ £j&\ the second aperture ; which
we read across the body where it ends.

19. <U~U! The Chain ; but probably mis-written for

<LLL-ll The chained Lady ; Andromeda.

This asterism, according to Kazvini, contains twenty-three stars, be-
sides a bright one that is common to it and the navel bf the horse; on the
globe I could only discover twenty. One star in the waist (0) is called
CUJJKH JOJ the Belly of the Fish, which Ulugh Beg calls <LL1~U t_~i»- the side
of the Chained Lady. The star of the third magnitude (y ) in the foot, which
Ulugh Beg denominates <LLJ~4l J»^ the foot of the Chained Lady, is termed
on our globe ^Ji] jLc, literally the Earth-goat, a species of lynx, called in
Persian <J.£ *L«.

20. cUuJI The Triangle.

Tfi'ywvov, W T W , Triangulum.

It consists of four stars: the name of the star at the top of the figure is
so indistinctly written that I am not able to decypher it. Ulugh Beg, Tizini,
Kazvini, and Sherif, call it <J-iu]l ^Jj the point of the Triangle.

The Signs of the Zodiac.

The Zodiac was known to the Arabs under the name of -rSj^ * * ^ the
Girdle of the Castles : the word _ , J 1 , of which ~)J\ is the plural, being
derived from the Greek 11^70;, a castle, and originally denoting a tower j
as though the twelve compartments of the Zodiac were twelve castles, in
which the celestial signs were placed.
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21. J*sl! The Ram.

Kfiof, Aries .

The pair of stars (# y) on the horn, is called ^J^iJI the Marks; those in
the tail (£ J), with the one on the left leg(e ?), forming an equilateral triangle,
bear the name of l i^M t n e Little Belly; which is also the name of the second
mansion of the moon. Sherif says : tj£\£ ^ i~*&. •gj^jjt* HJ tJ\£ J^sH
^JaJlj ^ y J I " The Ram has thirteen stars, and five imperfect ones; amongst
the former are the two Marks and the Little Belly."

22. jj*\ The Bull.

TaSfo;, Bos, Taurus.

This constellation, according to Kazvini, is composed of thirty-two stars.
The large and reddish star in the southern eye is denominated ^jii Debran,
but more commonly written with the article, Jy.d] Al debran; which
name, in Ulugh Beg and Tizini, denotes the Hyades. The group of stars
between the shoulders are the \ij, the Pleiades; which word also has com-
monly the article Jl al prefixed. This constellation, the Pleiades, was known
to the author of the book of Job; who says, chap, xxxviii, v. 31 : *i#jvn
nDO JiiJnyn , " Canst thou fasten the bands of the Pleiades ?" Ebn Mo-
hammed Sherif has the following remark :

" The constellation most known to almost every one is the Pleiades, called
also the star. It consists of five stars which lie near to each other, in the
form of a bunch of grapes, resting upon the Bull's back ; but, according to
some, it contains six or seven stars."

Ovid says, (Fast, iv, 70).
" Pleiades * * * * *
Quae septera dici, sex tamen esse solent."

23. \jjJ\ The Twins.

A/SB/MI » Gemini.

Kazvini numbers eighteen perfect stars and seven imperfect ones as belong-
ing to the Twins. The name of the two bright ones in the head of the Twins
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is c ĵJl the Arm ; that of the pair in the foot of the second Twin <£*J!, which
probably is to be read 3M^\ , a mark burnt in on the Camel's neck.

24. ^IS^JI Cancer, the Crab.
Cancer.

We find on the globe only one star pointed out by name in this constel-

lation, viz. ^iill the Manger, <paivn; which is also applied to the eighth man-

sion of the moon.

25. *Ji\ The Lion.
Leo.

The Lion consists, according to Kazvini, of twenty-seven perfect, and
eight imperfect stars. On the head there is an inscription which I am unable
to decypher. The four stars in the neck and the heart are denominated j ^ J l
the Forehead; which also designates the tenth mansion of the moon. One of
these stars is distinguished by the particular name of *Ji\ I_JJ Kalb-el-Asad,
the Lion's heart, whence the term Kalbelesed in the astronomical tables is de-
rived. It occurs also under the name of Regulus, the little king, as Aratus has
used the word instead of the other name ; and Ulugh Beg has rendered it
^JLo the Royal (star). The pair of stars on the loins and thigh are known

by the name of 'ijji\ the hair of the Lion's mane ; being also the name of the
eleventh mansion of the moon. The name of the star at the extremity of the

tail on the globe is iijA\ the Change; inasmuch as, according to Kazvini,
the change of weather depends on its setting or rising at different times.

26. £LAJ| The Ear (the Virgin).
ILasfflewj, V i r g O .

In this sign we find the names of three stars on the globe. The group
of stars at the extremity of the left shoulder, which serves also to designate
the thirteenth mansion of the moon, is known under the general appellation

of \yA\ the Barker. The bright star in the vicinity of the hand is ^jeH] ti/U-J!
the unarmed Spearman, called by Chrysococces txntfa *«vT«faTos; and that
situated near the left foot is SyJi\ the Covering or Carpet; to which deno-
mination the Greek word rig/tot (the training-gown) has given rise.
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27. JjJ\ The Balance.
Libra.

None of the stars of this sign have been considered worthy of being
pointed out by name. One however, situated near it, but properly belong-
ing to the Scorpion, is termed ^\y^\ Al-zubenen, the Claws; whence the word
Azubenen has been derived, or rather corrupted.

28. <-r>ju£\ The Scorpion.
SxofH-jo*, Scorpius.

The Scorpion contains, according to Alcazvini, twenty-one perfect and
three imperfect stars. The three stars in the forehead (g, 3", sr), to which
Ulugh Beg adds a fourth (v), and supposed to form the crown of the Scor-
pion, are called J-i£!l the Crown, and indicate also the seventeenth man-
sion of the moon. The large bright star in the body is called the Scorpion's
heart, <_y*n I_JJ , K«p3s« 2xof itia', and the pair near the extremity of the tail
(* „) aUyJl the point or sting of the Scorpion's tail. Upon this constellation,
Ebn Mahommed makes the following remark :

" The constellation of the Scorpion is known to every one ; on the buttock
there is a bright reddish star of the second magnitude, which is the Scor-
pion's heart, and one of the mansions of the moon."

29. t^SN The Bow (the Archer).
Tofcmis, Sagittarius, Arcitenens.

This sign numbers thirty-one stars, which are included within the con-
fines of the figure. Eight stars in its head, denoting also the twentieth

mansion of the moon, are known under the name of **U^ the Camels going
to pasture. The stars in the left shin-bone and the thigh (a, #), to each of
which the Borgian globe gives a particular name, viz. i^j the Knee, and
the Tendon, are comprehended on our globe under the appellation

^S)\ the Archer's Tendon. The word SJJJI , which is to be read at the
extremity of the band of the Archer's cap, denotes, according to Kazvini,
a spot in the heavens Where there is an obscure star, not easy to be observed,
and surrounded by six small dull stars, called ±M\ the Strings of Pearl. It
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is also the term used to signify the twenty-first mansion of the moon. This
spot is, according to Ebn Mohammed Sherif, called also IJ\MO\ the Desert,
and h^S the Fissure.

30. i/.xsrl Capricorn.

s, Aigoceros, Capricornus.

The twenty-eight stars composing this sign lie all within the compass of

the figure. The two stars on the eastern horn («, #) bear the name of J*->

-^'lil the beneficent star of the Butcher ; thus denominated from a small star

close to it, which the Arabs consider as a sheep to be slain.

31. jlil The Ewer (Waterbearer).

"rJfoxo'e«> Aquarius.

In this sign we find three names on the globe. The three stars on the
left hand are called _̂b juuo the beneficent star of the Devourer; the pair of
stars in the left shoulder (#, |) together with that in the tail of Capricorn, de-
noting the twenty-fourth mansion of the moon jj*J! J*-> the beneficent star of
Fortune ; and the one in the upper part of the right arm, together with the
three in the right hand, <Lo-j!t J>*-» the beneficent star of the Concealed ; so
called, according to Kazvini, because, on their rising, the worms that were
concealed in the earth during the cold season creep out of their holes.
This explanation, however, does not appear very satisfactory ; and it is much
more probable, that <u^-^ is the plural of the word /Li. signifying a tent
made of wool or camel's hair, and supported by three poles; which denomi-
nation is exceedingly appropriate to the stars in question, as they form an
equilateral triangle with one star in the centre, thus affording the appearance
of a tent. See Ideler, p. 199.

32. cDjJ] The Fish.

I'x6vis, Pisces.

As no star of this sign is named on the Globe, I shall merely insert here
what Ebn Mohammed Sherif says respecting it : tJSjf IJrpL*Ji\ <d Jliwj cjy^!>
Zvj] Z>-J^\j uftij &*>j\ " The Fish, or the Fishes, embrace thirty-four perfect
and four imperfect stars."
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The Southern Constellations.

33. (^LS Ketos, The Whale.
KnToj, Cetus .

The Arabic name of this constellation, which comprises twenty-two stars,
is evidently derived from the Greek »?Tof; our globe furnishes the names of
three stars only. To those in the head the name UiJ l t_i£H 'the Maimed
Hand' has been assigned, because, according to Kazvini, they cover a smaller
space than the Dyed Hand in Cassiopea. The five stars in the belly are

called cyUUllI the Ostriches; and the star in the southern part of the tail

tJbJl ZALJI\ the second Frog, in opposition to the first Frog in the sign of
the Water Carrier.

34. j\-J>\ The Giant.
Orion.

Of the thirty-eight stars composing this constellation, six only are named
on the globe. The three stars in the face are denominated £w{!t the White
Speck on the Horse's foot; they form also the fifth mansion of the moon.
The large and bright star on the left shoulder is called c-^kJl the Shoulder,
"n/Ms hU/juav; that on the right shoulder, ^j^Uhe Lion (?); and the large and
bright one on the left foot ])^A\ Js>-j Rigel-uljoza, the Giant's Foot; which
has given rise to the denomination of that star, common among European
astronomers, Rigel.

35. J}\ The Rive'r.
Amnis, Eridanus.

It is formed by thirty-four stars. Its extremity is called^ill^l the End
of the River, "Eô a™? T5 mra^ ; which has been corrupted into Acarnar, and
passed over into our astronomical tables.

36. ^Ji\ The Hare.
Aayao;, LepUS.

This constellation contains twelve stars, according to Kazvini; of which
the four in the belly and the two in the hind feet («, /3, y,, J) are called
iĵ jsh ^J the Throne of the Giant.
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37. j£L\ uj£\ The Greater Dog.
A'crrgoxiwv, Canis.

It has obtained its name, according to Kazvini, on account of its follow-
ing after the Constellation of the Giant like a dog. One large bright star
in the mouth bears the name, of AJUJ\ the Star of Yemen, in consequence
of its setting in the direction of this country. Chrysococces renders the

word into Xiaiig.ia/mii), in,conformity .with another, and more common

^*iil Sirius; which seems to have been sacred to the Egyptian god-
dess Isis, from an inscription-copied by Diodorus from a column, in which
she says of herself: EVt hr»a&r^a TS «W lorrewkara-, " I rise in the constella-
tion of the Dog." Four stars, one of which is situated in the shoulder,
another in the tail, and the other two (J, c) between the tail and the thigh,
bear the common name of i_£/j*!l the Virgins; which word, on the globe, is
engraved across the belly of the animal. The star in the left shoulder is
called (•jjJi. Under the figure, there are six single stars denominated o ,̂i!!
the Solitary.

38. ^J&\ The Dog.

n?oW«», Procyon.

This constellation has only two stars belonging to its figure. The

brighter one is called '£**tLH ^/^ o r *~<^ (which latter is on the globe)
the Syrian Star, thus denominated on account of its setting in the direction
of Syria. The star on the shoulder is known by the name

39. j&JJl.The Ship.

A'Pyw» Argo, Navis.

It numbers forty-five stars. The bright and large star on the southern

oar is called J-f--, K«v«go{, Canopus.

40. ^isA The Hydra.

"Tfyw, Hydra, Anguis.
In this constellation we find three stars only named on the globe : J^JI,

the Solitary, is the name.of the star situated at some distance under the head of

the animal; and ^ U ^ C ^ J t n e Hydra's Neck, that of the one in the neck near
the first convolution of the body, as in,Ulugh Beg. Near the constellation of
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the Censer we read the word-ui-^yj', the Ribs, evidently applied to several
stars, as we are entitled to infer from its position.

41. -U-UlThe Baggon.
Kfarnj), Crater, Urna.

This constellation comprises seven stars, but exhibits the name of none
on the globe.

42. <—>]j£\ The Crow.

Ko'pai. Corvus.

It numbers seven, stars ; two of thenrv the one lying in the body, the other

in the foot, are callted cSU~J>\ Jijs. the Throne of the Simak.

43. v~j*p£ The Centaur.
KtWaufo;, Centaurus.

This constellation, consisting of thirty-seven stars, exhibits but two names
on the globe. The pair of stars, one of which lies in the right foot and the
other in the left, are together called ^jjl^jL^ and also ^^bs.-*, which, how-
ever, does not appear on the globe.

44. l_*J\ The Beast.
®r,?Uv, Fe ra .

This contains nineteen stars, some of which are common both to it and to
the Centaur, who holds the fore-foot of the Beast in his hand. The stars of

the two constellations united are called ^ U d l the Branches or Clusters of
of Dates, on account of their numbers, and being crowded together.

45. ij^\ The Censer.

,- <2)v(iarrifiov, Thur ibu lum.

It embraces seven stars, bufnone of them are named on the globe.

46. JJSSI The (Southern) Crown.
'EreQotvoi vonci, Ougavlmos, C a s l u l u m .

Of the thirteen stars forming this constellation, none are named on the
globe.
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47. ^>^4\ c^s)l The Southern Fish.
'Ixfa vinos, Piscis australis.

It comprises eleven stars, lying south of the Water Carrier. The large
bright star in the mouth, which Kazvini calls cL>y^\ *» the Mouth of the
Fish, is on the globe denominated J&&\ the Ostrich.

Note.—It is expected that Sir John Malcolm will soon communicate to the Royal
Asiatic Society the history of this Globe, from the time of its construction to
its coming into his possession.
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